New algorithm IDs for the CFRG algorithms in OpenPGP

Simplifying the use of Ed25519, Ed448, X25519, and X448
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- No padding
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- HKDF over the shared key
- Hardcoded info parameter

- Derived key used to encrypt the session key using AES-KW
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- In a v3 PKESK, the symmetric algorithm ID was prepended to the session key
- AES-KW can only encrypt a multiple of 8 octets

- Add padding?
- Leave it unencrypted instead

- But: concern of cross-algorithm attacks
- Mandate using AES?
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- Recipient fingerprint is not included in the KDF, unlike ECDH
- No guarantee that the message was originally encrypted for you
- Need the Intended Recipient Fingerprint signature subpacket for that

- This also makes automatic forwarding easier
- More about that later
Questions?